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Islam’s Presence
in America . . .

What Every American
should know

Remaking Our World

Islam in America: What does its presence mean?
“We must learn to live together as brothers or perish together as fools . . .” —Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.

Wow in a concise and beautiful format,
what every American should know about
Islam and America’s Muslims.
It seems each day there is something in
the news about Islam and Muslims, but
how do you separate fact from fiction?
You have the opportunity to go beyond the
evening news, to expand the heart and
mind, to know more about Al-Islam proper,
the faith of nearly 1.7 billion persons,
through the eyes of an American who
dedicated his life building bridges of
interfaith respect and collaboration. It’s
time you got to know about Imam Dr.
Wallace D. Mohammed (1933-2008), a
Muslim who inherited the struggle for
dignity and economic justice through the
African American saga and Islamic
influence woven into the history of America
both before and after slavery. He led
millions of Americans to true Islam,
dispelling false notions of race and religion
to make his Community a new world
citizen and leader for the proper
understanding and practice of Al-Islam.
Now, this chapter in history holds great
promise for America and the world.

This historic Collector’s Edition Calendar is a 12-month odyssey taking
the reader on an American and global journey via a concise, yet highly
informative 36 page narrative that brings America face to face with what
Islam is and is not and what its presence means. For American Muslims,
Remake the World is a reminder of their great responsibility, and for the
non-Muslim, it is the beginning of a new understanding and acceptance.
Thematic elements include Christian, Muslim, and Jewish Holy Days,
biography, Islam’s Universal Beliefs, resources page, and analysis of one
of the most intriguing chapters in American, Muslim, and world history.

The beginning of a new understanding and acceptance…Let’s remake the world!

www.cwsc.us
Get it today while supplies last! Masajid, Schools, Businesses 50 copy Volume Discount
Join the National Dawah Campaign to get Remaking Our World Calendar into the hands of
mayors, senators, governors, media, libraries. Imagine the impact across the country.
Help share the true message of Al-Islam with America. Help the National Dawah Campaign share
25,000 Calendars across America, Canada & the UK!
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